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T H E  B E S T  P L A C E S  F O R  S E R V I C E D  A C C O M M O D A T I O N
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f o r  b o t h  s h o r t  o r  l o n g  t e r m  l e t . "
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DEMAND FOR YOUR  
 PROPERTY
It is, effectively, more cost efficient to use a serviced apartment than it is to use a hotel, especially if

it is a long let. But more than that, they are more convenient and they are more comfortable, your

residents will be happier in their own space and potentially more productive in their work if they are

on a business trip.

 

Serviced accommodation, with the help of companies like Airbnb, has become much more

accessible to the regular investor. However, with it being a relatively new avenue, we aren’t

inundated with data in the same way we are with other property investing strategies. Luckily for us

the most important variable for being a success with short-term lets is the same as all other property

investing, that is demand. As long as we know where the demand is and what type of property is in

demand, we will always have a viable investment. When researching demand for serviced

accommodation we will have to look for different indicators than usual as the factors that drive a

property’s desirability have changed.
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THE BEST PLACES FOR
SERVICED ACCOMMODATION

Like other kinds of investment there will never be a perfect place to invest but let’s look at some

of the best places to use this strategy and how to best access demand.

It is absolutely vital if you are being more

generalist that the city you want to invest in

has lots of visitors so we would recommend

making sure it is on this list if you are not

targeting a particular set of tourists. Then we

have to consider why they are visiting in each

city. These will vary between city, so we have

to make sure we are doing our research.

There are a number of other uses such as

work but according to Airbnb 70% of their

customers that visit the UK do so for holiday

and leisure. So, by focusing on tourists we can

access the biggest area of demand. We may

cover other uses in later articles but for right

now we stick to the main use.

 

There are two main strategies within serviced

accommodation that we should look into.

They are a focused approach and a more

generalist one. For the focused approach we

would be looking at providing a specialised

property for one attraction or event whereas

when being more general we should be

looking for a property that can be used by

any tourist. The broader strategy generally

lends itself more to city accommodation while

a targeted plan can be anywhere as long as

we know there is demand. 

 

Let’s start with the generalist approach, and

to begin we have to make sure we are even

looking in the right place. If you are looking at

buying a property for serviced -

accommodation or converting an existing one

you have to make sure it is in a town that has

lots of tourists. So, here are the most popular

UK towns according to VisitBritain and their

most up to date visiting figures from 2018.

 

SERVICED ACCOMMODATION FOR USE BY TOURISTS
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TOWN/CITY VISITS (000s)

 LONDON

 EDINBURGH

 MANCHESTER

 BIRMINGHAM

 GLASGOW

 LIVERPOOL

 BRISTOL

 CAMBRIDGE

 OXFORD

 BRIGHTON/HOVE

 BATH

 LEEDS

 CARDIFF

 INVERNESS

 YORK

 ABERDEEN

 NOTTINGHAM

 LUTON

 NEWCASTLE-UPON TYNE

 LEICESTER

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

19,090

2,362

1,408

1,100

837

803

598

547

526

459

348

344

342

313

278

238

233

216

214

210



For example, if you are looking at London, you will need to look for museums and galleries as

they are the most popular attractions (popular tourist attractions shown in Telegraph article

linked at the bottom of the article). As another contrasting example if you went for Brighton

being near the beach is obviously more important than museums. So, make sure you do specific

research to find the best location within a particular city. However, there are some less

particular places we have to try and buy near. Here is the breakdown of what an Airbnb guest

spends their money on:
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There are a few pieces of information we can take from this. As you can see, despite the

apparent appeal of being able to cook your own food in a serviced property, visitors would still

much rather go to a restaurant. If we combine this with data from VisitBritain that states the

most popular activities for tourists in the UK are going to restaurants and/or pubs, we can

conclude that places to eat are absolutely vital. Looking back at the pie chart, many of you

that already invest will be able to recognise that being near transport links and shops is still

important even for visitors.

 

Now moving onto to the more focused approach this will require finding a popular attraction or

event first then finding the location to accommodate its visitors. This is very area specific but as

an example Chester Zoo is one of the most popular tourist attractions outside of London and so

you could buy a property in Chester to access this demand.

 

For this strategy we then have to think what best accommodates the visitors we are trying to

attract. So, in the Chester example, the zoo is a couple of miles out of the town so good road

links and parking spaces may be the most important feature of a property. The next factor to

consider is whether you can double up, obviously the more attractions you can accommodate

for the less dependent you will be. For example, Salisbury is an old town popular with tourists

for architecture and the cathedral, it is also the largest town near Stonehenge and has regular

tours visiting the site from the town. If you want to go the extra mile there are ways to stand out

from your competition with the targeted strategy. You can design your property to fit in with

your attractions theme.

 



One hiccup that can occur with the focused approach is that it can be seasonal, for example if

you are targeting tennis fans and you buy a property just south of London for people to go to

Wimbledon from then where will the demand come from for the rest of the year? (If this is what

you are looking to do then Tennis London allows you to list property for fans of up-coming tennis

tournaments, the link is at the bottom).

Another issue may arise if you ignore some of the simple necessities we brought up for the

general strategy. According to Airbnb 43% of its guests’ money is spent in the neighbourhood

around the property. This shows that people still spend time near their accommodation so don’t

feel like you can buy a property in a rubbish area just because it is near a theme park. The area

has to be nice and have things like restaurants and shops just like other property.

A lot of these attractions and events may not last more than a couple of days and so you may

have to prepared for short term bookings and high turnover.

These two strategies are actually quite different and offer demand in different ways. The

focused approach may offer higher demand as long as the appeal remains, while the

generalist approach will probably be a steadier supply of demand. The risk is also different

between the two. The more targeted strategy is so heavily dependent on one or two

attractions if they become less popular then so will your property. Whereas in the more

general plan the risk is lower as whole cities tourism figures don’t tend to fluctuate too

violently. Despite being so different you can combine these approaches. Some examples we

thought of while writing this is for festivals. Both Leeds and Edinburgh are big festival towns

with extremely popular events for music and comedy respectfully. For the rest of the year

however both towns are on our most visited list and so demand should still remain steady.

That is the beauty of such a newly accessible market is that there is so much space to

experiment and make your own strategy. Hopefully this article has given you some ideas of

where to look but there is still much to learn. Make sure before you buy anything you find out

the logistics of short-term lets and how to market yourselves using the most popular websites.

One enterprising couple within Fielding Financial saw demand for serviced accommodation

near the Harry Potter Warner Bros. Tour and so bought a property in Watford. The thing that

really made them stand out however is the magic themed décor. They added features like a

leather-bound guest book with quill and ink, and a dining room with floating candles.
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"Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times,

when one only remembers to turn on the light."

 - Albus Dumbledore
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THE 30 MOST POPULAR ATTRACTIONS IN
THE UK
ALVA figures

Photo Credit: Carol Robinson Fielding Financial Student
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TOP TOWNS FOR 'STAYING VISITS' 
BY INBOUND VISITORS
 

Photo Credit: Colleen Humphrey Fielding Financial Student



HOW TO GET THE
BEST OUT OF YOUR S.A
First is marketing, making sure your property stands out. This will ensure your property always has

bookings even in areas popular with short-term lets. 

 

Next is profitability, these changes won’t increase the amount you can charge they will increase

profitability relative to amount of time invested. 

 

Similar to other types of property when we get really good at investing ‘DIY stands for Don’t involve

yourself’. Time is our most valuable asset so many of these tips are for time saving. 

 

Let’s get on with the marketing points
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Design, people looking for a place to stay usually have to decide on a property based on only

a few pictures. So, the design of a property is extremely important to make your property

stand out. Keeping up to date with current trends is important. At the moment the major

features are light or cream colours, these are popular as they can make a house bright and

inviting. This can also work in our favour when trying to draw attention to the property as

small splashes of colour or pattern become more noticeable. 

As an extension of the last point, to show off your new lovely interior, you need to make sure

you have professional-looking pictures. There are two ways of doing this, first is obvious, hire

a professional. This can be done through Airbnb relatively cheaply; professionals can also be

booked on perfocal.com or snapgenius.co.uk. The other way to do this is to do it yourself. If

this is the case, you have to use a good camera. When taking the pictures there are a few

things you need to do: use a wide-angle lens, hold the camera at chest height, take the

pictures in daylight with the curtains/ blinds open, clean the house, make the beds and hide

the bins. 

Next is to make an attractive listing. Apart from location and number of bedrooms you need

to highlight the property’s best features. These can include things like a pool, parking spaces

or high speed WIFI. Also, don’t forget to list nearby attributes, like restaurants, public

transport or tourist attractions. 

Make sure your charge price is comparable for the type and location of your property. Just

like with pricing rents or property you have to keep your price competitive. There are some

free sites that can give an overview of the surrounding properties available for short-term let.

They include airdna.co, a free site that reviews your postcode, and usewheelhouse.com,

subscription service that updates local pricing for 1 per cent of each booking. 

Photo Credit: Shally Singh Fielding Financial Student



If you want to reduce the amount of time you

spend managing the property, then a few

management services exist to take car of

those responsibilities. Some examples are

Hostmaker, GuestReady and Airsorted

although they only cover certain areas. These

companies charge around 15% of bookings,

but handle all management issues including

cleaning and exchanging keys.

 

 

If you would like to save some money by

avoiding full-service management but would

still like your property to run more

autonomously then a key safe would mean no

one had to be around at key exchanges. Also

having a physical guide with the WIFI, code,

appliance directions and other instructions.

 

 

To make your property more professional and

to make guests feel more comfortable you

need to make sure your property is clear.

Recently, I stayed in an Airbnb that didn’t

remove any of their photos and even left their

food in the fridge. It doesn’t make people feel

at home and can ruin their stay. Next, you

need to make sure all amenities, like loo roll

and soap, are stocked up.

Take out the right insurance, some home

insurers see serviced accommodation as

commercial activity so will require a different

quote. Even though Airbnb has a guarantee

on damage caused by guests, like all big

companies, they have filled it with loopholes

to avoid paying. So, its best to get your own

quote that specifically covers short-term lets.

Some brokers include Guardhog, Pikl,

Towergate or HomeProtect.

 

 

Finally we can check if we might be eligible

fortax breaks. The Rent a Room scheme

allows up to £7,500 to be earned tax free for

letting a single furnished room but includes

homes. So, check if you are eligible. Also

don’t forget that cleaning, Airbnb fees and

insurance are all deductible from your profit.

 

 

INCREASE YOUR PPOPERTY'S
PROFITABILITY
FOR THE TIME INVESTED
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Photo Credit: Urvi Patel Fielding Financial Student



HOW DOES YOUR HOUSE/ROOM/FACILITIES COMPARE:
 

•Review airbnb to see if there is a market. 

•Does it have a unique selling proposition and appeal.

 

 

AIRBNB CHECKLIST
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ESSENTIAL ADMIN:
 

•Get insurance adapted and understand exclusions.

•Decide pricing (competitor driven unless unique), is this worth your time.

•Create house rules and instruction.

•Get pictures of your house and room dressed.

•Would you feel better with locks on doors & other security measures.

•Spare keys cut.

 

LAUNCH:
 

•Open an airbnb account and click on host and listings and simply follow the instructions.

•The help desk is reactive and very good texts and emails

•Select pre-approval to remain in control (validate verifications/fits your schedule).

 

 

USEFUL LINKS
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The UK’s top tourist attractions – 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/united-kingdom/articles/britains-

best-tourist-attraction/

AIRBNB's DATA ON THEIR GUESTS – https://www.airbnbcitizen.com/wp-

content/uploads/2018/10/AirbnbUKInsightsReport_2018.pdf

Stats on the most visited towns and what people do there – 

https://www.visitbritain.org/town-data

To list a property for use by tennis fans – https://tennislondon.co.uk/

 

There you go, with this article and other recent features we have covered a large amount of

serviced accommodation. However, there is still a lot more to know so if you want to see some

examples and learn more of the logistical side then make sure you come along to some of our

events.

With wealth, health and happiness,

 


